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The research methodology. The author proceeded from the following metho-
dological positions: the state of adaptation of the military personnel who participated 
in the anti-terrorist operation (ATO), due to the persistence of life expectations and 
consistency of terminal values, as well as the integration of the extreme sense of ex-
perience in system life meanings and values in normal conditions. The preservation 
of such values as a happy family life, creativity, knowledge, interesting work, inte-
gration extreme sense of experience in system life meanings and values in normal 
conditions determine the state of adaptation in postextreme period.

Results. It is established that the discrediting of humanistic values, temporal 
decentration personality with extreme invasion in the past postextreme present and 
future, and the disintegration of the life of meaning, which is characterized by ex-
treme exaggeration of experience, ideas of revenge, universal salvation and the front 
brotherhood determine the state of maladjustment personality in postextreme period.

The novelty. We investigated the relationship motivationally-semantic sphere 
and the state of adaptation of the military personnel who participated in the ATO, in 
playerstealing life conditions. It was ascertained that the state of maladjustment in 
postextreme period due to the deformation of the motivationally-semantic sphere of 
the individual, important indicators which are: loss of sense of meaning and moral 
disintegration, the discrediting of humanistic values, temporal decentration person-
ality with extreme invasion in the past postextreme present and future.

Practical signifi cance. The obtained results can be used in the practice of coun-
seling and psychotherapy for individuals with signs of maladjustment; retraining 
of servicemen who took part in the ATO, in the process of training for psycholo-
gists, law enforcement offi cers, to develop a course on the psychology playerstealing 
States.


